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Abstract
This article is the second and final part of the overview of major events and policy
issues in EC competition law in 2003, following on from last month’s journal (
[2004] I.C.C.L.R. 19). This part of the article is divided into three sections: (1) Eu-
ropean Commission decisions on cartels, joint ventures/horizontal co-operation,
distribution and Articles 82/86 EC. (2) An outline of current policy issues, includ-
ing competition and the liberal professions, review of the liner conference block
exemption, and the modernisation of Article 82 EC enforcement. (3) A survey
of areas of specific interest, focusing mainly on recent Commission activity as
regards competition and gas supply, with brief notes on the Commission’s leased
lines sectoral enquiry and what the Commission has been doing in sport and me-
dia.
This article is the second and final part of the
overview of major events and policy issues in EC
competition law in 2003, following on from last
month’s journal ( [2004] I.C.C.L.R. 19). This part of
the article is divided into three sections:
(1) European Commission decisions on cartels,
joint ventures/horizontal co-operation, dis-
tribution and Articles 82/86 EC.
(2) An outline of current policy issues, includ-
ing competition and the liberal professions,
review of the liner conference block exemp-
tion, and the modernisation of Article 82 EC
enforcement.
(3) A survey of areas of specific interest, focus-
ingmainly on recent Commission activity as
regards competition and gas supply, with
brief notes on the Commission’s leased lines
sectoral enquiry and what the Commission
has been doing in sport and media.
Overview of major events (continued)
European Commission decisions
Cartels
Cartel enforcementhas continued apace. TheCom-
mission emphasised in 2002 the creation of a sec-
ond cartel unit, but this has been disbanded as the
Commission generally reorganised on sectoral
lines in anticipation of the next 10-State ‘‘Enlarge-
ment’’ in May 2004.1 Again, there have been many
new decisions (see Table 5 overleaf).
We have not yet seen a revised Notice on fining
guidelines, although Mr Rocca has been talking
about fining and, above all, about deterrence.2 The
key idea appears to be that large firms should be
fined more, because they should know better and
can afford to police themselves better, and the
Commission wants to hit hard and one time only
to deter, rather than pursue multiple proceedings
against large companies. Equally, that in small
markets, small firms should be fined less. Both
themesare reflected in theCommission’s decisions
published this year.
There has also been talk about electronic
searches for information.3 In this context, it may
be interesting to note that the Dutch Competition
Authority, theNMA,hasnowpublishedguidelines
on such searches.
There is also more international co-operation in
dawn raids now. Thus, in February 2003, the Com-
mission announced that there had been co-
ordinated inspections on companies producing
plastic additives related to the production of PVC,
heat stabilisers, impact modifiers and processing
aids on three continents, involving EU, US,
Canadian and Japanese competition authorities.4
Finally, there have also been new issues about
the confidentiality of corporate leniency disclos-
ures, as plaintiff groups have applied for them, and
other evidence, in the Austrian Banks Case under
the EC’s new transparency regulations.5
Methylglucamines
On November 27, 2002, the Commission fined
Aventis Pharma and Rhoˆne-Poulenc Biochemie
(both in the Aventis Group) e2.85 million for
participating in a price-fixing and market-sharing
cartel with Merck KgaA from 1990 until 1999.6
Methylglucamine is a chemical used for the syn-
thesis of x-raymedia, pharmaceuticals and colour-
ings. Merck was granted full immunity because it
revealed thecartel to theCommissionandprovided
decisiveevidenceonthecartel’soperation.Aventis
and Rhoˆne-Poulenc were granted a 40 per cent
reduction for co-operation in the investigation.
The market concerned is very small in size (e3.1
million in 1999).
Plasterboard
On November 27, 2002, the Commission fined
plasterboard producers Lafarge, BPB, Gebru¨der
Knauf Westdeutsche Gipswerke and Gyproc
Benelux a total of e478million for a cartel covering
the four main markets in the European Union
(Benelux, Germany, France and the United King-
dom).7 This was the second highest fine ever
imposed for an infringement, after the Vitamins
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Cartel Case (e855 million in December 2001).
Lafarge was fined e249.6 million, BPB e138.6
million. These companies were found to have re-
stricted competition in these markets, exchanged
information on sales volumes and informed one
another of price increases on the German and UK
markets. Lafarge, BPB and Knauf were found to
have participated in the cartel from 1992 to 1998,
Gyproc from 1996 to 1998.
Incontrast tomethylglucamine, theCommission
noted that plasterboard is a very largemarket, some
e1.2billion in1997.Lafargewasalsogivenagreater
fine for deterrence because its overall size was five
times that of BPB or Knauf. Lafarge and BPB also
had their fines increased for recidivism, Lafarge
having participated in the cement cartel, and a
subsidiary of BPB having participated in the
cartonboard cartel. The Commission’s argument
is that at the time when these decisions were
notified to them, the two companies were partici-
pating in another restrictive agreement in which
they persisted.
Food flavour enhancers
On December 17, 2002, the Commission fined
Japanese and South Korean companies a total of
e20.56 million for a price-fixing and customer
allocation cartel in relation to ‘‘nucleotides’’, or
nucleic acid.8 This product is made from glucose
and used to add flavour to foods. The cartel was
found to have operated from 1988 to 1998.
One Japanese company, Takeda Chemical In-
dustries (Japan), was granted full immunity (under
the 1996 Leniency Notice) because it submitted
decisive evidence at a time when the Commission
didnotknowof thecartel.AjinomotoCo Inc (Japan)
was finede15.54million,Cheil JedongCorporation
(Korea) e2.74 million, and Daesant Corporation
(Korea) e2.28 million.
Specialty graphites
On December 17, 2002, the Commission fined
seven companies a total of e60.6 million for taking
part in a price-fixing cartel on the market for
isostatic specialty graphites.9 The companies con-
cerned were SGL Carbon (Germany), Le Carbone-
Lorraine (France), Ibiden Co, Tokai Carbon Co,
Toyo Tanso Co Ltd and Nippon Steel Chemicals
Co (Japan), Intech EDM BV and Intech EDM AG
(Netherlands), and Graftech International (for-
merly UCAR) (United States).
SGL Carbon was also fined e8.81 million for its
involvementwithGraphTech International inprice-
fixing collusion affecting the market in extruded
speciality graphite.
GraphTech International was granted full im-
munity for both infringements, because it revealed
the existence of the cartels and provided decisive
evidence on them.
Concrete-reinforcing bars
AgainonDecember17,2002, theCommission fined
nine undertakings a total of e85 million for their
participation, togetherwitha tradeassociation, in a
cartel covering the Italianconcrete-reinforcingbars
market.10
The case reflects the changeover from the ECSC
Treaty to the EC Treaty in so far as the cartel
infringed Article 65(1) ECSC, which expired in
July 2002, and the Commission continued the pro-
cedure under the EC rules.11 The companies were
foundtohavefixedprices for ‘‘sizeextras’’, thebasic
prices and standard payment terms, and to have
restricted or controlled production and/or sales.
The fines ranged from e26.9 million (Riva
Acciaio) to e3.57 million (Ferriere Nord). Fines on
Riva and Lucchini reflected the fact that these
companies are in major groups whose turnover is
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Table 5: Cartels
— Overview:
Total fines Highest individual fines
(emillion) (emillion)
Methylglucamines e2.85 Aventis was fined e2.85
Plasterboard e478.00 Lafarge was fined e249.6
Food flavour enhancers e20.56 Ajinomoto was fined e15.5
Specialty graphites e60.60 SGLwas fined e27.75
Concrete-reinforcing bars e85.00 Ria Acciaio was fined e26.9
French beef e16.70 FNSEAwas fined e12
Sorbates e134.40 Hoechst was fined e99
— Themes:
 deterrence ... and ‘‘multi-product’’ companies;
 big and small fines;
 transparency disclosures?
 cross-border retaliation as effect on trade/‘‘group effect’’ (Dutch Gases/Belgian Beer);
 State action reducing fines.
http://law.bepress.com/wilmer/art20
much bigger than the other members of the cartel.
The trade association involved, Federacciai, was
found to have infringed, butwas not fined. Ferriere
Nord’s finewas increased for recidivism.However,
because it also co-operated with the Commission,
its finewasreduced.Theothercompanies involved
wereAlfaAcciai, Feralpi Siderugica, IRO Industrie
Riunite Odolesi, Leali and Acciaiere e Ferriere
Leali Luigi in liquidation, Siderpotenza, Valsablia
Investimenti, and Ferrara Valsablia (nine under-
takings, eleven companies in total).
French beef
In April 2003, the Commission took an interesting
decision imposing relatively small fines on six
French federations in the beef sector for unlawful
price-fixing and measures to block imports. The
context was the falling price of beef in a secondary
phaseof theBSEcrisis. TheCommissionappears to
have been keen to underline that even those cir-
cumstances cannot entitle private parties topursue
blatant infringements.13
What appears to have happened is that when
beef prices collapsed in October 2001, French
farmers started to block imports of foreign beef
with so-called ‘‘inspections’’ of trucks to see where
livestock was coming from, and sometimes violent
blockades of French slaughterhouses.
Keen to resolve such unrest, the French
agriculture minister actively encouraged what
was called a ‘‘cross-industry agreement’’ between
four French farmers’ unions and two French
slaughterhouse unions. This agreement provided
for thepurchaseofbeefat certain (minimum)prices
and the boycott of imported beef (which was
usually cheaper). There were various press reports
which were picked up by the Commission,
resulting in letters to the French Government and
dawn raids on the unions concerned. As a result,
the actual agreement was short-lived. However, it
appears that, in practice, the agreement was
continued as a ‘‘recommendation’’ from the unions
concerned, in fact implemented by local action.
There were some exceptions, where slaughter-
houses refused to comply with the demands made
of them, but the decision notes extensive evidence
of ‘‘covert’’ implementation of this type. The Com-
mission found that the infringement continued
from October 2001 until January 2002.
Various aspects of the case are interesting. First,
there have not been many straight cartel cases in
the agricultural sector at EC level, although there
have been quite a few cases on auctions and co-
operatives and there have also been agricultural
cases at national level.
Secondly, this is another classic example of how
government encouragement can be a trap for all
private parties concerned. The French minister
stressed thathecouldnotoblige theunions toagree,
but had them on his premises to ‘‘encourage’’ them
to do so. France had also unlawfully banned im-
ports of beef from theUnited Kingdom at that time.
Thirdly, predictably the French unions sought
refuge in Regulation 26/62, but such claims were
rejected by the Commission on the basis that the
exception inArt.2(1) is verynarrow. (It is necessary
for agreement to be between farmers alone, to show
that all the objectives of (what is now) Art.33(1) EC
weremetandthat theagreement isnecessary to that
end.)
Fourthly, this is unusual in so far as the fine is on
the ‘‘unions’’ concerned. The Commission stresses
that activity within the scope of legitimate trade or
professional union representation is not within
Art.81(1) EC, but where, as here, such activity is
considered to go outside that representation, it is
caught byArt.81(1) EC if the activity has restrictive
effects on inter-state trade.14
Fifthly, the fines were very low, as the Com-
mission gave extensive credit for the exceptional
economic context, or, as one defendant put it, ‘‘the
human crisis’’ which developed beyond the econ-
omic one, as farmers faced acute hardship.
The Commission started predictably by con-
sidering an agreement on minimum prices and
blocking imports as ‘‘very serious’’. In order to
assess the relative strength of the unions, the Com-
mission decided not to look at market shares and
looked instead at the ratio between the amount of
the annual membership fees collected by each of
the farmers’ federations to assess their relative size
and responsibility.15 The infringementwas of short
duration. The Commission treated the farmers’
violence to compel slaughterhouse co-operation
as an aggravating circumstance, justifying a 30 per
cent increase on basic amounts and the covert
continuation to have justified another 20 per cent.
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Table 6: French beef
‘‘I arranged for a cross-industry meeting to be held
this morning at eight-thirty in order to get everyone
to face their responsibilities.
‘‘People are now negotiating with the help of the
Ministry, which is trying to iron out any difficulties.
I would like to get downstream undertakings to agree
to stop purchasing abroad for a fewweeks, or indeed
a fewmonths. Of course, I have no means of obliging
them to do so, the State cannot force them to do so ...
‘‘I would like to get all parties to agree to a fair
purchasing price scale.’’12
Commission fine reductions
 minus 60 per cent for the crisis;
 minus 30 per cent for State encouragement.
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The fines on the slaughterhouse federations were
reduced by 30 per cent because of the ‘‘forceful’’
French Government pressure to conclude the
agreement and a further 30 per cent for the ‘‘very
special situation’’ they faced with ‘‘physical co-
ercion’’ from farmers.
However, beyond this, the Commission stated
that this is the first decision to penalise an agree-
ment concluded entirely between ‘‘unions’’ and
which relates to a basic agricultural product and
involves two links in the production chain.16
As a result, the Commission considered the
specific economic context and concluded that this
‘‘went beyond a straightforward collapse in prices
or the presence of a well-known disease’’. The
Commission had emphasised earlier in the de-
cision that various measures had been taken under
the Common Market organisation for beef in order
to attenuate these circumstances, suggesting there-
fore that further action (of the typechallengedhere)
was not justified.When assessing the specific con-
text, however, the Commission notes suchmeasures
as evidence of the exceptional circumstances.17 Ac-
cordingly, the fines were reduced by 60 per cent,
rather than the more usual 10–15 per cent for an
‘‘industry incrisis’’.The farmers’unionswere fined
between e12 million and e600,000; the slaughter-
house unions between e720,000 and e480,000.
Sixthly, as will be apparent from the above, the
Commission did not treat the pressure on the
slaughterhouse federation as enough to deny
the existence of an agreement at all.
Finally, for once it is theCommission rather than
the defendant that emphasises that the effectswere
uncertain. It appears that imports of beef rose in
early 2002, but the Commission is careful to note
that it is not clear that this was because the agree-
ment ended.18
Sorbates
On October 2, 2003, the Commission fined four
producers of a chemical preservative called a
‘‘sorbate’’ a total of e134.4million for a price-fixing
and market-allocating cartel between 1978 and
1995–96.19 Sorbates are used to prevent the
development of moulds, bacteria and other micro-
organisms in foods and beverages. They are also
used for the coating of wrapping paper or in cos-
metics.TherewasoneEuropean (Hoechst) and four
Japanese participants. The case started through
a leniency application by one of the Japanese
companies (Chisso Corporation), which received
full immunity. Hoechst was fined e99 million,
apparently reflecting increases for recidivism and
being a co-leader in the cartelwithDaicelChemical
Industries, together with a reduction of 50 per cent
for co-operation in the investigation. Daicel was
fined e16.6 million, Ueno Fine Chemicals e12.3
million, and the Nippon Synthetic Chemical In-
dustry Co e10.5 million.
Beer decision
In August 2003, the Commission published its
decision in the Belgian Brewers—Bilateral Cartel
and Private Label Cases.20
It may be recalled that this case related to two
infringements: a form of co-operation or ‘‘non-
aggression pact’’ betweenDanoneAlken-Maes and
Interbrew in Belgium; and concentration in offers
for private beer supply. The main interest in the
case lies in the finding that Danone demanded a
‘‘500,000 hl’’ transfer of business, threatening
otherwise to destroy Interbrew’s business in
France.21 This was treated as evidence of effect on
trade.22 It was also relevant to recidivism, since
Danone (as opposed to Alken-Maes in Belgium)
had been found to have infringed the competition
rules through cartels before.23
Otherwise, the Commission decided, based on
the gravity of the infringement, to set the basic
amount for the non-aggression pact at e45 million
for Interbrew and e25 million for Danone, in part
because ofmarket share and apparently also in part
because Interbrew and Danone are large inter-
national undertakings and because Danone is a
‘‘multi-product company’’. The amounts are per-
haps not so remarkable, but the view that inter-
national and/or multi-product companies should
be fined more is, this author thinks, highly ques-
tionable. Fines should relate to infringements, not
whether companies are conglomerates or not, es-
pecially if they can be finedmore for recidivism on
othermarkets inanyevent.The final amountsof the
fines were e45.6 million for Interbrew and e44
million for Danone. In the Private Label Case,
Interbrew’s fine (e812,000) was increased by a
factor of five, and that of Alken-Maes (e585,000)
by a factor of two.24
Vitamins decision
In January 2003, the Commission published its
decision in the Vitamins Cartel Case.25 It will be
recalled that this case involvedproceedings related
to 12 vitaminmarkets. The Commission dealt with
several infringements in one decision without,
however, treating them as a single conspiracy
(albeit that the same people were involved in
Hoffmann La Roche and other companies). The
Commission stressed also that no producer was
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held responsible for collusion inproducts inwhich
it was not involved.
The value of the EEA market in such products
was some e800 million in 1998. The Commission
noted the different sizes of the companies con-
cerned and their market shares in the products
concerned. Infringements varied in duration be-
tween 1989 and 1999. Some were not subject to
fines on account of the five-year prescription rule.
Interestingly, in deciding to apply differential
treatment to the companies involved, the Com-
mission looked at their relative importance in
each of the product markets concerned and their
worldwide product turnover, since each cartel was
global.26 At the same time, the Commission states
that there is no overlap with fines from other
jurisdictions such as the United States because its
fine is only for restrictions on competition in the
European Union/EEA.27 As a result, for example,
the basic amount of the fine of Hoffmann La Roche
forvitaminAwasincreasedfrome20milliontoe30
million. Taking account of their size and overall
resources, the fines on BASF, Hoffmann La Roche
andAventiswere also increased by 100 per cent for
deterrence.
Hoffmann La Roche’s basic amount was
increased by 50 per cent for its leadership role,
and similarly that of BASF by 35 per cent. Aventis
obtained a 100 per cent reduction in somemarkets,
since it was the first undertaking to offer decisive
evidence on two of the vitamin cartels (and other-
wise met the conditions of the 1996 Leniency
Notice). Hoffman La Roche and BASF also pro-
vided such evidence but had lesser (50 per cent)
reductions as instigators of the cartels concerned.
The key point to understand Hoffmann La
Roche’s huge finewas the accumulation of its fines
for each infringement, each of which had been
increased for ‘‘differential treatment’’ of the com-
panies concerned, and for ‘‘sufficient deterrence’’,
with also a 50 per cent increase for having a leader-
ship role. The total fine forHoffmannLaRochewas
e462 million.
Finally, an interesting procedural point is that
the companies were given the opportunity to com-
ment on the written replies of the other parties to
the statement of objections at the Oral Hearing.28
Soda Ash 2 decision (and new appeal)
In January 2003, the Commission published its sec-
ond decision in the Solvay, CFK, Soda Ash Case.29
Thisdecision isessentially thesamedecisionas the
Commission took in 1990, which the CFI annulled
for lack of proper authentication in 1995. TheCom-
mission again imposes a fine of e3 million for a
market-sharing agreement lasting three years, now
almostamodestsumincomparisontomoremodern
fines. The Commission notes that the appeal pro-
ceedings (CFI and ECJ) took some eight years and
nine months, during which time the prescription
period in Regulation 2988/74 was suspended.
One can but note that all this takes far too long,
even if one can understand how it happens. In this
case, Solvay’s appeal was lodged in May 1991, the
CFI ruled in June 1995, and the ECJ in April 2000.
German banks—Euro-zone Case decision
In January 2003, the Commission published its
decision in theGermanBanks (Euro-zoneCurrency
Exchange) Case.30 In this case, the Commission
fined five German banks between e28 million and
e2.8 million for setting an agreed commission of
some 3 per cent for the buying and selling of euro-
zone bank rates during the three-year transitional
period to the introductionof the euro (January1999
to January 2002). The purpose was to recover some
90per centof the ‘‘exchangemargin’’ incomewhich
banks had made from currency exchange, after the
abolition of the ‘‘spread’’ between buying and sell-
ing rates for national currencies.
The Commission’s key point was that there was
no need for the banks to standardise the prices
concerned, the charging structure or any other
service concept. It may be recalled that the bulk of
European banks settled similar proceedings with
changes to their practices during 2001. Among
other things, the banks argued that the service in
question was local in nature and hence this was a
purelynational case.31TheCommission’s viewwas
that the service of exchanging the currencies of
other EUMember States was ‘‘already cross-border
in nature’’.32 The ‘‘basic amounts’’ for the fines on
the large banks concerned were all increased by
100 per cent for deterrence.
Dutch industrial and medical gases decision
In May 2003, the Commission published its de-
cision in the Dutch Industrial and Medical Gases
Case33 (with a rectificationdecision inMay200334).
Thisdecisionisunusual invariouswaysandmerits
a close reading.
Essentially, the case relates to agreements be-
tween suppliers of industrial and medical gases in
liquid (bulk) form and in cylinders (such as Hoek
Loos, ASA Air Liquide, and others) in the
Netherlands. They were found to have agreed:
 To raise prices;
 not to compete for customers in periods after
each price increase so that such increases
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worked (so-called annual ‘‘cease-fires’’ or
‘‘moratoria’’); and
 to co-ordinate certain other trading con-
ditions for various periods between 1989
and 1991 and 1993 and 1997.
A first issue is the effect on trade. Importantly,
based on various merger control cases, the Com-
mission found that the geographic market for the
supply of industrial gasses in bulk form and in
cylinders is limited by high transport costs and is
therefore local or regional.35 Governmental regu-
lations on the use of cylinders reinforced the view
that markets were national. The Commission
concluded that the market for bulk supply was
also national.
Unusually, the Commission included in its car-
teldecisionanassessmentofmarket concentration,
including (Herfindahl-Herschmann Index) ‘‘HHI’’
figures showing concentration exceeding 1,800 in
each market. The Commission also assessed com-
petition in such circumstances, including the like-
lihood of retaliation in the event of customer loss.36
It is not entirely clear why the Commission took
this unusual step for a cartel decision. However, it
may be in relation to effect on trade, since in the
absence of evidence of actual cross-border trade
flows, the Commission argues that one way in
which trademay be affected in the case is because
retaliation may be cross-border, on other geo-
graphic markets.37
The Commission also argued that trade between
Member States can be affected because swaps be-
tween companies, whichmay be cross-border,may
be affected. The Commission noted that there are
considerable imports and exports of industrial
gases which ‘‘concern almost exclusively sales
and swaps within industrial gases groups or be-
tween such groups’’.38
Furthermore, the Commission argued that the
infringement could affect the financial flows
within a group and the profitability of a branch
within a group ‘‘because of changes in dividend
paymentsor investment fundsneeded’’ (a reference
back to the old German insurance case—Verband
der Sachversicherer).39 The Commission also ar-
gued that the downstream customers for the gases
will be affected, in so far as they export or compete
with imports.
Itwill be interesting to seewhat theCFImakes of
this. At first sight, these elements appear remote
and unconvincing. Unsurprisingly, Air Liquide is
contesting the Commission’s approach, arguing
that the issue is whether the infringements affect
trade, not the fact that the parties are in multi-
national groups or might compete through
retaliation in other nationalmarkets. In the circum-
stances, the case looks far more like a Dutch case,
which (at least afterMay 2004) onewould expect to
be passed to the Dutch Competition Authority to
apply Dutch and/or EC competition law.
A second issue in the case is duration. Here, the
Commission lacked evidence of one single con-
tinuous infringement from 1989 to 1991 (in other
words, no evidence of meetings or other unlawful
exchanges of information in 1991–93). As a result,
the Commission accepted that the earlier period
was covered by prescription.40
A third issuewas the liability of BOC for the acts
of its subsidiary, in so far as there was no evidence
that the group was aware of infringements at the
time. Again a little surprisingly, the Commission
appears to infer responsibility from the fact that the
same internal and external counsel represented the
subsidiary!41 On the other hand, the Commission
appears to have fined BOC only on the basis of its
local involvement.
Afourthissue is theeffectof theanti-competitive
behaviour, the Commission recording extensively
argued price increases of the cartel members. The
companies concerned, on the other hand, noted an
erosion of prices between 1990 and 1999.
Interestingly, as in the French Beef Case, the Com-
mission accepted that causation in cases like this
can be complex. Nevertheless, the Commission
followed its usual line, suggesting that the cartel
members would not have carried on repeatedly
meeting if the cartel were perceived as having no
impact.42
Finally, the Commission includes an interesting
section on the issue as to whether a cartel infringe-
ment with limited geographical scope should be
treated as ‘‘serious’’ or ‘‘very serious’’ in termsof the
Commission’s fining guidelines. The Commis-
sion’s general position is that an infringement of
limited geographic scope may be categorised as a
‘‘serious’’ infringement,butacceptsnoobligation to
deviate from the general rule that aprice cartel is by
itsnaturea ‘‘veryseriousinfringement’’.43 Itappears
that the Commission also looked at the general
scope of effects related to the infringement, the
levelofparticipationinthecompanies (i.e.whether
only at local subsidiary level or higher) and the
economic significance of the sector concerned
(where the Commission noted, for example, that
banking is of ‘‘outstanding importance’’ for the
economy as a whole44). Since its decision, the
Commission has also conceded a factual mistake
in the assessment of one company’s participation
going to thedurationand therefore reduced the fine
on that company by a corresponding amount.
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Zinc phosphates decision
In June 2003, the Commission published its de-
cision in the Zinc Phosphates Case.45 Zinc phos-
phate isaproductusedasananti-corrosionmineral
pigment in protective coating systems. The main
points of interest regarding the decision are:
 Theexplicitway that theCommissiondetails
how the cartel members divided up sales to
customers; and
 the Commission’s statement that it is not its
practice to look at the size of the product
market as a relevant factor to assess the grav-
ity of an infringement (i.e.whether it is ‘‘very
serious’’ or ‘‘serious’’), but that it does look at
the geographical scope of the market for that
purpose. In this case, the Commission took
into consideration the limited size of the
product market.46 In practice, this meant
that, taking into account also the EEA turn-
over of the different participants, the largest
basic amount before duration increases was
only e3 million.
Seamless steel tube decision
In June 2003, the Commission published its de-
cision in the Seamless Steel Tubes Case.47 This
decision was actually taken three and a half years
ago, in December 1999. Essentially, the case
involved a market-sharing agreement between
Europeanand Japaneseproducers for certain seam-
less carbon-steel pipes and tubes called ‘‘oil
country tubular goods’’ and ‘‘line pipes’’ used for
transporting oil and gas.
The industry has been in crisis since the 1970s,
with significant overcapacity (which in 1999 was
some 40 per cent). The arrangement was found to
have operated from 1977 until 1995, but inter-
estingly, in view of voluntary export restraints and
similar measures concluded between the Com-
mission and Japan between 1972 and 1990, the
Commission only took into account the period
from 1990 onwards.48 Fines also reflected the fact
that the sales of the companies concerned in the
European Union were only some e73 million per
year.49
Joint ventures/horizontal co-operation
3Gmobile network sharing
In April and July 2003, the Commission followed
up on its Article 19(3) Notices of last year related
to 3Gmobile network sharing in the United King-
dom and Germany, with two decisions clearing
the arrangements on slightly modified terms.50 It
will be recalled51 that the agreements in the United
Kingdom are between T-Mobile and mmO2 and
provide for site sharing and national roaming.52
The Commission has now concluded that the site
sharing is not caught by Article 81(1) EC, because:
 It only concerns basic network infrastruc-
ture, allowing the parties to differentiate
their services downstream and compete; and
 the system did not lead to widespread fore-
closure for third-party operators (even if
there were particular problem sites, national
regulators could also impose site sharing).
Environmental and health considerations were
also taken into account.53
As regards national roaming between network
providers, the Commission concluded that this
limits competition with respect to coverage, retail
prices, quality and transmission speeds. However,
it also promotes market entry, leading to a better
and quicker 3G service ‘‘roll-out’’ and coverage.
TheCommission’sposition (reflecting thatof the
parties) varies according to the nature of the area
concerned. National roaming in rural areas of the
United Kingdom is exempted until December 31,
2008. Inurbanareas, suchroaming isexempteduntil
December 31, 2007, the parties having indicated
that they would not enter into such agreements in
the 10 largest cities, but only in some small cities
covering less than10per centof theUKpopulation.
The agreements in Germany are again between
T-Mobile and mmO2 and follow a similar pattern,
with exemption variations on national roaming
according to the circumstances.
Canal Digital
In June2003, theCommission issuedanArticle 19(3)
Notice indicating that it planned to take a favour-
able decision concerning agreements between
Telenor Broadband (‘‘TBS’’), Canal+ and Canal
Digital related to the distribution of pay-TV pre-
mium content channels via the direct-to-home
(‘‘DTM’’) satellite platform of Canal Digital.54 The
agreements were entered into when Canal+ sold
its 50 per cent stake in Canal Digital to TBS and
are designed to secure ongoing supply of Canal+
content for the platform.
The main issue was that the Commission
required the parties to reduce related periods
of exclusivity in time and scope. Thus, Canal+
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undertook not to own a competing DTH/SMATV
(satellite master antenna network) distribution
platform in theNordic region for 10years (although
it could continue to supply other Nordic pay-TV
premium content channels through third-party
cable networks). This was reduced to four years
and the definition of DTH/SMATV distribution
was narrowed to cable networks.
For its part, TBS undertook not to operate a pay-
TV premium content channel for DTH/SMATV
distribution and not to distribute such channels of
competing suppliers via DTH/SMATV and certain
smaller cable networks for 10 years. (This did not
apply to Telenor’s cable television networks.) This
was reduced to three years.
The arrangements also provided for the joint
acquisition of certain content by the parties, the
duration of which was also reduced to three years.
3G patents
In November 2002, the Commission cleared agree-
ments for the licensing of patents for 3G mobile
services between a group of some 18 companies
called the ‘‘3G Patent Platform Partnership’’
(‘‘3G3P’’).55 In order to produce 3G equipment,
manufacturers need to comply with the ‘‘IMT-
2000 3G’’ standard. This standard covers five dif-
ferent technologies, each of which can be used to
produce 3G equipment. To make such equipment,
manufacturers need access to the patents essential
for a particular technology.
3G3P notified a set of agreements providing for
procedures to establish whether a patent is essen-
tial, to streamline licensing of those considered
essential, and to reduce the overall licence fees
paid for the entire portfolio of essential patents.
The Commission noted that ‘‘essential patents’’
may compete if two technologies compete, and has
therefore required theparties tomodify theseagree-
ments so that there are now five sets of arrange-
ments, one for each technology, instead of all the
essential patents in one platform.56
The Commission’s idea is that these five sets of
licensing arrangements will not restrict compe-
tition in the five technologies concerned.TheCom-
mission also took into account that a number of 3G
essential patent holderswere not involved (includ-
ing Ericsson, Nokia, Motorola and Qualcomm).
Philips/Sony57
In August 2003, the Commission cleared a set of
agreements between Philips and Sony establishing
the worldwide ‘‘Philips/Sony’’ CD Licensing Pro-
grammeandastandard joint licenceagreement (the
‘‘2003 SLA’’).58
According to a complex Press Release, Philips
and Sony had co-operated for some years on R&D
in the field of optical data storage technology,
resulting in joint inventions. In that context,
Philips and Sony developed CD system standard
specifications, which were adopted by music
companies and consumer electronics manufac-
turers, with access to the combined patents of the
two companies. The CD system standard specifi-
cations were subsequently entered into new for-
mats, including CD-ROM used by the computer
industry.
However, several CD manufacturers had com-
plained that the agreements between Philips and
Sony and the standard licence agreements infringed
Articles 81 and 82 EC. After certain improvements
to the programme, the Commission concluded that
it was covered by the transfer of technology block
exemption.
TheCommission also cleared the 2003SLA tobe
offered to third parties, which covers the essential
patents for compliancewith the different CD speci-
fications, after some changes.
The Commission concluded that the 2003 SLA,
as amended, didnot infringeArticle 81ECbecause,
among other things:
 The SLA recognises the right of Philips and
Sony to license their respective patents sep-
arately and to give non-assertion undertak-
ings with regard to jointly owned patents,
whether within or outside the standard
specifications of the CD systems;
 the SLA 2003 provides options for licensees
for different types of CD;
 the Commission is satisfied that the patents
covered are only the essential ones (after an
independent-expert report);
 licensees are only obliged to license back
their patents essential for the type(s) of CD
they have selected;
 royalty payment obligations reflect the terri-
torial scope and duration of the licensed
patents;
 licenseesareonly required toprovidePhilips
with information regarding royalties bearing
CDs produced and sold;
 conditions for access to a ‘‘reduced com-
pliance royalty rate have been clarified and
made more attractive’’.
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More information is available on Philips’s
licensing website. Apparently, Philips has also
offered a one-time credit of US$10,000 on royalties
to each EEA licensee.
REIMS II
In April 2003, the Commission issued an Article
19(3) Notice, indicating that it planned to take a
favourable decision as regards a revised version of
the REIMS II postal terminal dues system.59 This
hasnowbeenfollowedupbyaclearancedecision.60
It may be recalled that ‘‘REIMS’’ stands for
‘‘Remuneration of Mandatory Deliveries of Cross-
Border Mails’’. These agreements provide for a
phased increase in the charges which postal oper-
ators can make for completing delivery of cross-
border mail to specified percentages of the
domestic tariffs concerned. The agreements were
exempted in 1999 on various conditions, notably:
 Certain quality of service criteria (e.g. in
terms of speed of delivery) had to be met;
 postal operators had to offer a low-cost
alternative for bulk and commercial mail
(called ‘‘Level 3 access’’);
 the maximum agreed collective tariff for ter-
minal dues was set at 70 per cent of the
domestic tariff until 2001;
 the postal operators had to introduce a trans-
parent cost-accounting system, designed to
allow theCommission to assesswhat charges
were justified for such postal termination
services.
Since 1999, the postal operators have modified
their agreements. Among other things, they have:
 Admitted the accession of Swiss Post, bring-
ing the parties to 17;
 considered quality standards;
 agreed on a new phased transitional period
designed to allow them to charge terminal
duesof 80per cent ofdefineddomestic tariffs
by 2004;
 envisaged renegotiations if the geographic
structure of incoming mail of a postal oper-
ator has changed so that the receiving oper-
ator cannot cover its costs.
The Commission noted that the quality of cross-
border mail delivery had improved. However, the
Commission had three big issues:
 First, the Commission reviewed the parties’
cost data and proposed a longer phased tran-
sitional period to 2006, going only up to 78.5
per cent of domestic tariffs. The Commission
considers that this is closer to the parties’
costs.
 Secondly, the Commission has found that
‘‘Level 3 access’’ is not viable. The operators
have therefore proposed a new, specific
‘‘international direct mail’’ system which is
meant to offer an effective low-price alterna-
tive system to the general terminal dues.
 Thirdly, taking account of the liberalisation
of outgoing cross-border mail since January
2003(if it isnotnecessary tosustainuniversal
postal services), the parties have agreed to
offer any third-party operator competing
with a REIMS II party in such services access
to inbound cross-border mail services in its
country, at rates and conditions which are
non-discriminatory as compared to those
offered to the REIMS II party in the sender’s
country.
Other
Several of last year’s decisions have now also been
published.61 Thus, the Revised TACA clearance
was published in January 200362; the VISA Multi-
lateral Interchange Fee clearance was published
in November 200263; and the IFPI Simulcasting
decision was published in April 2003.64
InAugust2003, theCommissionalsoapproveda
rail jointventure throughtheFrejus tunnelbetween
France and Italy.65 In October 2003, the Com-
mission cleared the Austrian ‘‘ARA’’ system for
the disposal of packaging waste, which was de-
scribed previously.66
Distribution
Interbrew
In November 2002, the Commission published an
Article 19(3) Notice, indicating that it proposed to
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Table 7: Distribution
— Interbrew:
 clearance for the dominant on conditions;
 only brewer above VRBE;
— De Beers: restrictions for efficiency for the dominant?
— Other:
 Yamaha: low fine;
 Nintendo decision: high fine—300 per cent for
deterrence.
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take a favourable position concerning Interbrew’s
modified ‘‘tied house’’ purchasing system in
Belgium.67 This is interesting as one of the first
examples of the Commission dealing with distri-
bution by a company above the 30 per cent ceiling
of the Vertical Restraints Block Exemption (‘‘the
VRBE’’), complicated by the fact that Interbrewhad
pre-existing agreements reflecting long-term loans,
leases and sub-leases, etc.
Interbrew notified its brewery agreement for
the Horeca sector (hotels, restaurants and cafe´s)
in Belgium in June 2000. There were five types of
agreement: loan agreements; lease and sub-lease
agreements;concessionagreements; franchiseagree-
ments; and ‘‘opening tax’’ agreements. Interbrew
was found to hold some 56 per cent of the Belgian
Horeca sector, followed byAlken/Maes (Scottish &
Newcastle)with 13per cent,Haachtwith 6per cent
and Palm with 7 per cent. The first three focus on
Pilsner (in Interbrew’s case, Jupiler and Artois),
Palm on an amber beer. In 1999, Interbrew’s tied
market share in the Horeca sector (measured by
the amount of beer sold through some [11,000–
13,000] exclusive ‘‘Interbrew beer’’ outlets) was
some [17–22 per cent] (we are not told the precise
figures).
In the loan agreements, broadly Interbrew
loaned money or equipment in return for an obli-
gation to sell only Interbrew beer. Typically, these
agreements were for five years. The lease and sub-
lease agreements contained similar non-compete
provisions. The duration of the lease agreements
is nine years, renewable twice for a similar period
up to a maximum of 27 years. The franchise agree-
ments also reflect a non-compete obligation, and
concerned concessions for the exploitation of the
franchise formula for Leffe pubs (an abbey beer),
Hoegaardenpubs (awheatbeer) and ‘‘Radio2’’pubs
(a concept franchise with more than one type of
Interbrew beer). Interbrew would also tender for
public authority ‘‘concessions’’ (in sports centres
etc.) and then sell only its own beer through the
outlet. Interbrew had some 100 such concessions,
with durations usually from 5–10 years. Finally,
Interbrew would sometimes pay the outlet ‘‘open-
ing tax’’ for anoperator, a financial benefit in return
for which Interbrew would require a non-compete
obligation.
As notified, the scope of the ‘‘tie’’ varied accord-
ing to the typeofagreement.Generally, therewasan
obligation for an outlet operator to buy all his
requirements for beers and other drinks specified
in the brewery agreement from Interbrew (i.e. not
sell competing beers or drinks) (with variations
from franchise outlets). Loans and ‘‘opening tax’’
agreements entered into after March 2001 tied
draught beer only, and those from June 2001 were
terminable on three months’ notice. Agreements
after July 2001 required that the operator purchase
at least 75 per cent of his total beer turnover from
Interbrew (instead of a non-compete).
After two rounds of amendment, what the Com-
mission required (broadly) was a reduction in the
breadth and extent of the minimum purchasing
obligation to give more access to Interbrew’s tied
outlets for other beers, save as regards draught Pils,
core distributed products. The Commission also
required shorter termination possibilities for the
operators (three months):
 In the case of loan ties (which accounted for
more than 7,000 outlets), the ‘‘quantity forc-
ing’’ obligation (exclusive or minimum pur-
chasing obligation) only applies to draught
Pilsner, allowing operators to sell bottled or
canned Pilsner, or other types of beer
whether draught or bottled, provided that
the outlet buys at least 50 per cent of its total
beer requirements fromInterbrew.Moreover,
all such agreements are now to be terminable
on three months’ notice. The outstanding
loan balance is repayable, but without an
early repayment penalty or other financial
compensation.This concerns [11–16per cent]
of the tied share.
 As regards some 2,000 loan or bank guaran-
tee agreementswhich Interbrew entered into
between 1997 and 2000 with a duration of
10 years, Interbrew undertakes to terminate
the quantity forcing obligation at the latest
on December 31, 2006. (The Commission
appears to have accepted a five-year transi-
tion period beyond that provided for in the
VRBE.)
 In the case of leases, the non-compete obli-
gation is reduced in a different way to cover
all types of draught beer brewed by Interbrew
(Pilsner and others) under its own brands or
undera licence (meaning inpracticeTuborg).
The operator can therefore sell draught
Trappist beer and all types of bottled or
canned beer made by competitors. Interbrew
will treat its concession agreements in the
same way as the lease or sub-lease contracts.
In the case ofLeffe orHoegaarden franchises,
Interbrew limits the non-compete obligation
to the type of beer that is the subject of the
franchise formula, subject to a minimum
purchase obligation of 25 per cent of all beer
purchases. There is no non-compete ormini-
mum purchasing obligation for the Radio 2
franchises.
In the Commission’s Press Release for its de-
cision in April 2003, the Commission amplified or
changed certain points68:
 First, that the ‘‘50 per cent of total beer turn-
over requirement’’ in the loan agreements
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was not thought likely to have major fore-
closingeffects, sinceoutletswereexpected to
account for that through draught Pilsner, not
therefore limiting third-party sourcing for
other bottled or canned beers.
 Secondly (although it is not entirely clear in
the Press Release), it appears that in the lease
agreements, the operator can also sell one
brand of a competitor’s draught beer, other
thandraughtPilsner, insteadofbeing limited
to Interbrew’s range of draught beers. This
‘‘guestbeer’’ could therefore includewheator
amberbeer,not justbeers likeTrappistwhich
Interbrew does not sell. It appears, however,
that the ‘‘guest beer’’ will be supplied by
Interbrew or a wholesaler appointed by it
(and the Commission will review this ‘‘guest
beer’’ system after one year). Here, the Com-
mission appears to have been influenced by
the fact that Interbrew owns the premises,
only leasing them out.
All of this is very interesting. The brewery sector
is something of a special case, but has been the
vehicle for someof theCommission’smostdetailed
decisions on distribution foreclosure/market ac-
cess. This is one of the first cases above the 30 per
cent market-share ceiling in the VRBE. The Com-
mission appears to have recognised:
 Theneed to balance the commercial interests
of a supplier which might be considered
dominant (Interbrew had 56 per cent of the
sector) and was the only market participant
outside the VRBE, with the interest of com-
petitors (andcustomers) to see greatermarket
access; and
 the commercial fact that Interbrew had a
whole network of agreements, reflecting com-
mercial choices on both sides which one
would think cannot be radically changed
overnight.
The overall solutions do not appear that surpris-
ing. In other contexts, the Commission has allowed
dominant suppliers to have ‘‘50 per cent exclu-
sivity’’ obligations on customers, where these may
be justified.
Practically, one may note, however, that
Interbrew’s competitors operating under the
VRBE will be allowed to impose stricter ties on
Horeca outlets (i.e. they can oblige such outlets to
buyall theirbeer fromthesupplier inexchange fora
five-year loan, or for the full durationof any lease or
sub-lease if the supplier owns the premises).
It is interesting also to see the Commission
accepting a three-month notice period without
penalty as indicating adequate switching possi-
bilities. One senses that the Commission thinks
that one loan from one brewery could be replaced
by another loan fromanother—apparently also that
Interbrew’s market position will not de facto deter
such switching. Interesting material, given cases
like Masterfoods II, where the possibility of
switching on two months’ notice was rejected as
beingsomethingwhich inpractice theoutletwould
not do.
Finally, the Commission has also stressed that
it has co-operated with the Dutch competition
authority in relation to another case above the
VRBE ceiling involving Heineken69 (and, high-
lighting the new European Competition Network
(‘‘ECN’’) framework, that it planned a ‘‘workshop’’
with the other national competition authorities on
beer (brewery contracts)!).
De Beers diamond distribution
During the year, there have been three develop-
ments related to theDeBeers diamonddistribution
system.
First, in November 2002, the Commission
indicated that it planned to clear an amended new
distribution system called the Diamond Trading
Company’s (‘‘DTC’’) ‘‘Supplier of Choice’’ system
(notified inMay2001).70 This has been followedup
by a Press Release confirming the clearance in
January 2003.71
Secondly, in that same Press Release, the Com-
mission has indicated that it objects to a trade/
supply agreement between De Beers and Alrosa
Company Ltd (‘‘Alrosa’’), a Russian state-owned
company which produces some 20 per cent of
world production of rough diamonds. Under that
agreement, Alrosa agrees to sell to De Beers some
e800 million of rough diamonds over five years
which De Beers will subsequently release on the
market. The Commission considers that this in-
fringes Articles 81 and 82 EC and sent a Statement
of Objections to De Beers and Alrosa.
Thirdly, the Commission has cleared a joint
venture between De Beers and LVMH Moe¨t
Hennessy Louis Vuitton (‘‘LVMH’’) for the retail of
diamond jewellery under the EC Merger Control
Regulation on the basis that this does not
strengthen the dominant position held by De Beers
in rough diamond supply. The Commission’s de-
cision contains much information useful to under-
standing theSupplier ofChoice andAlrosaCases.72
What appears to be happening is that De Beers is
changing its distribution strategy. Until recently, it
controlled some 85–90 per cent of rough diamond
supply (i.e. before the diamonds are polished and
cut for jewellery). Recently, however, some smaller
competitors have started to supply the market in-
dependently. Notably, three companies, Argyle,
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Alrosa and BHP Diamonds (‘‘BHP’’), now sell
independently (although, according to the Com-
mission’s merger decision, it appears that Alrosa
has an agreement to supply half of its production
through De Beers and DTC, and that BHP supplies
35 per cent of its output via De Beers sales chan-
nels). It appears from the Commission materials
that Argyle has less than 5 per cent of the rough
diamondmarket,Alrosabetween10and15percent
(independently), and BHP less than 5 per cent
(independently).73 There have been (and still are)
arguments for a concentration of supply, in order to
provide consistency and (overtly) to protect price
levels.
De Beers now controls some 60–65 per cent of
rough diamond supply and is therefore the domi-
nant supplier.
Until recently, De Beers supplied the market
through some 120 ‘‘sightholders’’, whereby cus-
tomers bought pre-prepared ‘‘lots’’ or ‘‘boxes’’ of
rough diamonds sorted by quality and cost, after
so-called ‘‘sights’’ when they saw the diamonds.
Recently, De Beers has indicated that it plans to
switch to a system whereby it will have fewer
sightholder customers, but will invest with them
intermsofgiving themimprovedsupplyandaccess
to DTC’s marketing and branding surrounding the
DTC name, the so-called ‘‘Forevermark’’ icon and
the ‘‘A Diamond is Forever’’ advertising slogan.
Retail strategy through the LVMH joint venture
will be based on the ‘‘DeBeers’’ name. Sightholders
are also to be encouraged to work more with De
Beers’ downstream partners to improve diamond
distribution.
The changes indistribution strategy are aimedat
increasing demand for De Beers diamonds.
Through theSupplierofChoicesystem,DeBeers
essentially limits the customers through which it
willdistribute,but intensifies the relationshipwith
them.74
As originally designed, the Commission con-
sidered that the system constituted not only an
infringement of Article 81 EC but also an infringe-
ment of Article 82 EC because of the criteria for
sightholder selection and the amount of infor-
mation sought. Under the system, De Beers sought
much detailed and confidential information on
their customers’ operations. Based on that infor-
mation, De Beers intended to select a limited num-
berofsightholderswithwhichitwoulddobusiness
and todetermine the allocation of diamondswhich
each might receive. After the Commission’s inter-
vention, this has been reduced. For example, the
number of questions involved in theDeBeers ques-
tionnaire has been reduced from 60 to 21, with
corresponding changes to the rest of the system.
Sightholders also do not have to reveal their mar-
keting or promotional initiatives toDTC, savewhere
DTC support is sought.
Various sightholder (selection) criteria were
involved in the system as originally designed, relat-
ing to the strength of the sightholder and com-
pliance with certain ‘‘best practice’’ principles,
including an obligation not to handle artificially
treated/synthetic diamonds. The latter has now
been removedafter theCommission’s intervention.
De Beers also sought greater information on the
market, although the Commission appears to have
considered that it had enough already, partly be-
causeDeBeers also has sales subsidiaries selling to
the secondary market (one level after the sight-
holders) and polishing operations of its own.
Under the Supplier of Choice system,DTC is not
obliged to offer boxes to sightholders, althoughDTC
is tousereasonableendeavours tomeetapplications.
The Commission appears to have been con-
cerned that the system left sightholders too depen-
dent on DTC, giving De Beers too much scope to
restrict their commercial behaviour, and therefore
has intervened and accepted a new ‘‘Ombudsman’’
dispute resolution system (in addition to existing
arbitration and litigation possibilities). The
Ombudsman is to consider whether DTC has fol-
lowed improper procedures in its decisions on
selection or deselection of sightholders, and also
in relation to DTC’s supply decisions.
Sightholders are appointed for two-year periods
withasixmonth terminationnoticeperiod (instead
of three months). According to the Article 19(3)
Notice, supplies are also to be based on six-month
purchasing requirement indications. Sightholders
will be able to buyonly the boxes theyhave applied
for and after inspecting the stones.
Sightholders no longer have to renounce any
claimsagainstDeBeers relating to theperiodbefore
the Supplier of Choice arrangements.
The Commission’s approval appears somewhat
tentative as it states the systemcould still beused to
artificially reduce supply. It appears that, for the
moment at least, the Commission is more focused
on opening up other channels of supply. Hence its
challenge to the Alrosa arrangements. Neverthe-
less, although very exceptional, this is an inter-
esting and rare example of a dominant supplier
apparently being able to modify its distribution
structure with related restrictions to promote ef-
ficiency and competition.
Audi authorised services and repair network
In January 2003, the Commission indicated that it
had intervened as regards Audi’s authorised ser-
vice network75 after complaints from dealers and
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authorised Audi repairers concerning termination
of dealer or authorised repairer agreements before
the end of the transition period to the new Motor
Vehicle Block Exemption (‘‘MVBE’’).
In a complex Press Release, the Commission set
out its position that carmanufacturers’ agreements
with service repairers which do not also sell cars
were not covered by the old MVBE and could
therefore only reflect qualitative selection criteria,
even before the end of the transitional period.
Agreements with car dealers which also in-
volved service repairs benefited from Regulation
1475/95 until October 1, 2003 and could therefore
involvequantitative restrictions.However, theexist-
ence of such agreements was no ground for not
applying purely qualitative criteria in other cases.
The Commission emphasised that car dealers
performing service and repair obligations whose
agreements had been terminated before the end of
the transitional period should also qualify as ser-
vice repairersunder the current qualitative criteria.
Independent pure service repairers should also
already have the same opportunity.
Audi agreed to follow this approach. As a result,
various dealer or repairer agreements were rein-
stated in theVWnetwork, apparently as authorised
repairers. The Commission has indicated that
Volkswagen is also doing so, as is Opel.
Yamaha
In July 2003, the Commission imposed a fine of
e2.56milliononYamaha for restricting trade in the
European Union and fixing resale prices.76
It appears that Yamaha pursued a number of
practices, including obligations on official dealers:
to sell only to final customers; to purchase exclus-
ively fromYamaha subsidiaries; to contactYamaha
before exporting via the internet; and the fixing
of resale prices. The Commission indicated that
such activities concerned Germany, Italy, France,
Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark and
Iceland.
Although the Commission notes that such an
infringement is ‘‘serious’’, it appears to have
imposed a verymoderate fine. It will be interesting
to see more precisely why when the decision is
published.
There have been low or no fines for limited
parallel import cases before (e.g. Triumph motor
cycles).77Clearly,however, therehavealsobeenthe
huge fines likeNintendo. From thePress Release, it
appears that the Yamaha infringement was more
sporadic than systematic, being applied only to a
limited number of dealers and products, not being
systematically included in all Yamaha agreements
in the EEA, and that the restrictions were not fully
implemented. The Press Release also speaks of the
‘‘object’’ of such practices being to restrict compe-
tition, more than discussing effects. Yamaha is
stated tohave terminated ‘‘amajority’’ of the restric-
tions as soon as the Commission intervened. It is
not clear what duration was involved.
Otherwise, this is a classic area of practical
concern, as companies feel the need for some
territorial restrictions within a selective distri-
bution system (limiting cross-sales within the net-
work), even though that may be blacklisted in the
VRBE.
Nintendo decision
In October 2003, the Commission published its
Nintendo decision.78 It will be recalled that this
case involved parallel import restrictions on mar-
kets for game consoles and cartridges such as the
‘‘Game Boy’’ system. The Commission fined not
only Nintendo, but also various distributors, and
the fineonNintendowas a recorde149,000million
for a ‘‘vertical’’ infringement.
The decision explains how this high level was
reached. Essentially, the Commission found that:
 The infringement was very serious and EEA-
wide;
 Nintendo’s position should be given more
specific weight;
 Nintendo’s basic amount should be
increased by 300 per cent for deterrence,
taking into account its size and overall re-
sources, and that it was the manufacturer of
the products concerned;
 Nintendo continued its infringement, after
the Commission had started an investigation
into EU video game prices and specifically
Nintendo in 1995, justifying a 25 per cent
increase.
Although the Commission treated the infringe-
ment as vertical and denied Nintendo and others
the specific application of the (cartel) Leniency
Notice, much of the decision reads like a cartel
case, with classic references to case law on agree-
ments and concerted practices.
The Commission also allowed Nintendo and
John Menzies analogous reductions for their co-
operation with the Commission. In Nintendo’s
case, this was 25 per cent.
Interestingly, Nintendo was also given a re-
duction in its fine of e300,000 million for ‘‘sub-
stantial financial compensation to third parties
identified in the Statement of Objections as having
suffered financial harm’’.79,80
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Articles 82/86 EC
Deutsche Telekom
In May 2003, the Commission adopted a decision
fining Deutsche Telekom (‘‘DT’’) some e12.6
million for what it considered an abusive margin
squeeze forwholesale access to the final (or ‘‘local’’)
telecommunications loop between the last switch
and the household.81
The Commission found that DT was dominant
on themarkets forwholesale and retail access to the
local loop. As regards wholesale access, DT is the
only network operator offering nationwide retail
coverage in Germany. There are other forms of
technical infrastructure (fibre optic and wireless
networks, satellites and upgraded TV networks)
but the Commission found them not sufficiently
developed to be equivalent to DT’s network.
After a complex assessment, the Commission
considered that DT had been ‘‘margin-squeezing’’.
In other words, the Commission found that there
was an insufficient spread between DT’s (whole-
sale) local loop access prices andDT’s downstream
tariffs for retail subscriptions.Asa result, third-party
competitors could not compete for end customers.
The Commission found that, from 1998 to 2001,
DT had charged competitors more for unbundled
access at wholesale level than it charged its sub-
scribers for access at the retail level, leaving
competitors no margin to compete for the retail
subscribers. From2002,prices forwholesaleaccess
were lower than for retail access, but the Com-
mission found that the difference was still not
enough to cover DT’s own downstream product-
specific costs for the supply of end-user services.
The Commission stated that it had reduced the
fine intwoways.First, ithadnot increasedthebasic
amountof the fine for theperiod from2002onwards
‘‘due to the reduced scope for price adjustments’’
under German regulation. Secondly, the Commis-
sion reduced the basic amount by 10 per cent
‘‘becauseof legaluncertaintyabout the tariffsunder
scrutiny’’.82
This is an interesting and complex case. There
are three big issues.
First, the calculationof themarginsqueeze isnew
and complex. The Commission had to compare the
single wholesale service (local loop access) to sev-
eral retail services (access to analogue, ISDN and
ADSL connections), in itself a complex task, leav-
ing scope for differing interpretations. The Com-
mission decided it could do so and then applied a
‘‘weighted approach’’ to prices and costs, aggregat-
ing retail access for analogue, ISDN and ADSL on
the basis of the number of each variant that DT had
marketed to its own end-users.
The ‘‘comparable’’ wholesale and retail services
were found to be fully unbundled local loop access
and retail access in analogue, ISDN andADSL. The
Commission found that:
 If the average retail prices are below the level
of the wholesale charges, there is a margin
squeeze.
 If DT’s average retail costs were above its
wholesale charges, then the Commission
looked at DT’s product-specific costs for pro-
viding its ownretail services, andconsidered
that therewas amargin squeeze if those costs
exceeded the ‘‘positive spread’’ between the
retail and wholesale prices. DT argued,
among other things, that this was too narrow
an approach and that revenues for call ser-
vices (which also feature in the overall
pricing decisions) should also have been
taken into account.
As the Commission acknowledged on fining,
this is new, and previously the weighted method
applied to determine the margin squeeze has not
been the subject of a formal Commission decision.
TheCommission’s decision should bevery import-
ant to network industries in similar positions.83
Secondly, there is much controversy over the
extent of scope for autonomous conduct which DT
had in the case where DT’s wholesale prices were
regulated (apparently at what the German regulat-
ory authority considered to be cost level). DT’s
retailpriceswerealsoregulated,albeit inadifferent
way. Both had been regulated by the German
authorities and the German regulator had also con-
sidered the issue of a price squeeze.
TheCommission argued that DT could still have
increased its retail charges to increase the spread
between wholesale and retail prices,84 and that
national action does not prevent the Commission
applying the EC competition rules. DT also argued
that this is at odds with its obligations to provide
affordable universal services, while the Com-
mission argued that a restructuring of the tariffs
concerned could still achieve that.85
Thirdly, DT argued that the Commission was in
effect applying a per se rule, since no negative
effectson themarketwere shown.TheCommission
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Table 8: Articles 82/86 EC
— Deutsche Telekom:
 margin squeeze;
 wholesale access compared to several retail
products;
 weighted approach;
 EC intervention although NRA review;
— IMS: interimmeasures withdrawn.
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argued that it was enough if it proved the existence
of themargin squeeze, referring to case law such as
Hoffmann La Roche and AKZO.86 However, the
Commission also considered that the margin
squeeze did raise barriers to entry, noting that few
competitors had entered the market thus far.
DT has appealed.
Wanadoo Interactive
In July 2003, the Commission also finedWanadoo
Interactive, a subsidiary of France Telecom, some
e10.35 million for predatory pricing in ADSL-
based internet access services to the general pub-
lic.87 The Commission considered that between
1999 and 2002, Wanadoo marketed its ADSL ser-
vices at prices below their average costs (before
August 2001, below variable costs; afterwards,
equivalent to variable costs, but below total costs)
while France Telecom was expecting significant
profits for itswholesaleADSLprovision to internet
service providers (including Wanadoo). In effect,
the Commission argued that this was a deliberate
policy to take the market for high-speed internet
access, as it was first introduced. The abuse was
found to have ended in October 2002 when France
Telecom reduced its wholesale ADSL prices by
some30percent.Wehavenotyet seen thedecision.
IMS
In August 2003, the Commission withdrew its
interim measures decision again IMS.88 The
Frankfurt Oberlandesgericht had ruled that, while
IMS Health’s 1860 brick structure is protected by
German copyright, NDC Health (IMS’s rival) can
develop another brick structure similarly based on
administrative and postal divisions, ‘‘even if the
resulting structure might have a similar number of
brick segments to the 1860 structure and might be
deemed to be derived from that structure’’. It also
appears that since then, NDC has signed a number
of contracts, some with bigger pharmaceutical
firms, and therefore may be able to stay on the
market. In addition, AzyX, another would-be
competitor of IMS in Germany, has withdrawn
from the German market. The Commission there-
fore considers that there is no urgency justifying an
interimmeasures decision requiring IMS to license
its copyright to NDC.
Onthe facts,however,NDC’sGermansubsidiary
was found to have infringedGermanunfair compe-
tition law by copying IMS’s 1860 structure and
using it. (In another case, theLandgerichtFrankfurt
has made a reference to the ECJ on these issues.89)
Italian railways
InAugust 2003, the Commission announced that it
had followed through and adopted a decision in its
case involving access to Italian railways for an
operator seeking to offer a service from Germany
toMilan viaBasle.90 TheFerroviedelloStato (‘‘FS’’)
had refused to offer traction services and refused to
discuss terms for access to track. In the circum-
stances, FS was considered to be the only under-
taking/operator able to offer such services. FS
settled thecaseandagreedtodealwith these issues,
or at least to use its best endeavours to do so. The
Commission emphasised that, in the circum-
stances, for FS not to do so would be considered
an abuse of its dominant position.
Other
In January 2003, the Commission published its
readopted decision in the Soda Ash, Solvay Re-
bates Case.91 Aswith the SodaAshCartel Case, the
text is essentially the same, save that there is a
section dealing with the appeal which led to an-
nulment of the decision for lack of proper authenti-
cation/signature.Again, the time takenonappeal is
striking—amounting to almost nine years. Solvay
has now appealed again on the substance.
InMarch 2003, the Commission announced that
it hadsent aStatementofObjections toClearstream
Banking AG.92 The Commission considered that
Clearstream is the dominant supplier of clearing
and financial settlement services for securities
issuedunderGermanlaw.ClearstreamistheGerman
Central Securities Depository. The Commission’s
objections relate to an alleged refusal to allow
Euroclear Bank SA access to settlement services
for German-registered shares for some two years,
while Clearstream established a competing cross-
border operation. The Commission also alleged
that Clearstream was discriminatory, since other
customers were given access much more quickly.
Moreover, until January 2002, Clearstreamcharged
a higher per transaction price to Euroclear than to
national Central Securities Depositories outside
Germany. In the Commission’s view, this is not
justified.
In July 2003, the Commission sentAstra Zeneca
a Statement of Objections, alleging that it had
misused the patent system and other regulatory
procedures for the marketing of pharmaceuticals
in order to block or delay market entry for generic
products.93
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The Commission contended that, contrary to
Article 82 EC, Astra Zeneca concealed the date on
which it first received its marketing authorisation
for a product called Losec, used in the treatment of
stomach ulcers and other acid-related diseases. As
a result,AstraZenecaobtainedsupplementarypro-
tection certificates for Losec, extending its patent
protection. It is also alleged that Astra Zeneca
switched Losec from a capsule formulation to a
tablet formulation and requested national medi-
cines agencies to de-register the market authoris-
ations for the capsules, making it more difficult for
generic producers to obtain marketing authoris-
ations and for parallel importers to obtain related
import licences.
Otherwise, we await events concerning the
Microsoft and Coca-Cola Cases.94 On Microsoft,
the Commission indicated in the summer that it
had sent Microsoft a further Statement of Objec-
tions.95 The Commission’s position was that
Microsoft is leveraging its ‘‘overwhelming domi-
nant position from the PC into low-end servers, the
computers which provide core services to PCs in
corporatenetworks’’.Otherwise, theCommission’s
position was that Microsoft’s tying of Windows
Media Player to the Windows operating system
was unlawful. It appears that the Commission has
also given Microsoft the opportunity to comment
onproposedremedies.On the first alleged infringe-
ment, ‘‘core disclosure obligations’’ to allow inter-
face by rival vendors of low-end services are being
considered. On the second alleged infringement,
there is discussion of untying Windows Media
Player from Windows or requiring Mircosoft to
offer competing media players (a so-called ‘‘must
carry’’ provision). The hearings were set for early
November.96
Current policy issues
Liberal professions
The Commission is continuing to advocate more
competition for liberal professions. At the end of
last year, the Commission engaged the Institute of
Advanced Studies in Vienna to study facts con-
cerning the regulation of lawyers and notaries,
architects and engineers, auditors and account-
ants, and medical practitioners and pharmacists
in the European Union. The consultants were also
asked to do a representative cost-benefit analysis of
the regulation of some professions.
During the year, the Commission has explained
its position more clearly. Put shortly, it appears to
be that variations in the degree of regulation in
different Member States show that some restric-
tions in some Member States are disproportionate
and not objectively justified. If removed, they may
expand the market for the services concerned.97
Just recently, in October 2003, the Commission
has released the results of the Vienna Study on the
Commission’swebsiteandheldaconferenceonthe
subject of the regulation of professional services.
Among other things, it has published a list of the
key restrictions for each profession in different
Member States and has suggested that, through
Arts 10 and 81 EC and the Italian Matches case,
there may be ways to push change further.
These issues need careful evaluation. Many
rules reflect consumer interests, as well as those
of the professionals concerned. Many rules also
reflect value judgments concerning objective justi-
fications for the rules concerned, or economic
assessments which may also be quite valid. After
Wouters, it is alsoclear thatnationalvariationsmay
be allowed.
Whileonecanunderstandwhat theCommission
is doing to advocate competition in services, one
should therefore not infer too easily from compara-
tive studies that any evaluation of relative stan-
dards must be to the least demanding standard.
On the other hand, there may be a case for mod-
ernisation of some rules, allowing for increased
competition.
The Commission’s idea now appears to be to
persuade the Member States that some liberalis-
ation of these areas would be beneficial, even
though there may be recognised grounds for
specific (often self-) regulation of the professions
concerned. The Commission appears to be
targeting pricing and advertising restrictions first.
A key point is that many restrictions stem from
national legislation, as opposed to private agree-
ments.98 It is likely to be a lively debate for some
years to come.
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Table 9: Current policy issues
— Liberal professions:
 Vienna study;
 key restrictions: prices, advertising (andmore?);
 persuade greater action because of public
regulation?
— Liner conference block exemption:
 can the Commission convince theMember States
to review it?
 not clear;
— Modernisation of Art.82 EC:
 moremovement on Art.81(3) EC than the concept
of abuse.
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This has been coming for some time, flanked by
some EC and national competition decisions, no-
tably in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands.
Review of liner conference block
exemption99
In March 2003, the Commission published a Con-
sultation Paper on the justification for a continued
block exemption for liner conferences,1 contained
inRegulation4056/86.Since then,various responses
havebeenpostedon theCommission’swebsite and
the Commission has continued to advocate that
the liner conference block exemption should be
reviewed.
Essentially, the Commission argues that:
 The exemption is too generous, in so far as it
allows horizontal price-fixing and limitation
of output, and is unlimited in time;
 it isnowsome16yearsoldand ‘‘[un]likewine
there is no evidence that block exemptions
improve with age’’.2 In other words, market
conditions may have changed;
 the benefits therefore need to be specifically
justified, showing that there are not less re-
strictive solutions (following an approach,
the Commission has also applied to other
block exemptions recently).
The Commission also notes that with Regulation
1/2003, the possibility for further individual ex-
emptions has ended.
Against this, one may note that like Regulation
26/62 for agriculture, this block exemption is a
special case, since it was adopted to supplement
the rules of the UNCTADCode of Conduct for liner
conferences. In other words, part of the reasoning
behind the exemption was trade considerations in
transport, which may still be live issues.
Equally, there is extensivedebate on the benefits
of the stability given to the trades concerned.As the
Commissionhaspredicted, there isnowlikely tobe
a protracted debate, not least because the liner
conference block exemption is embedded in a
Council Regulation, so again the Member States
must be convinced to change.
Modernisation of Article 82 EC enforcement
Ideashavebeenaired thisyear tomoderniseArticle
82EC.3 It is an interesting thought, becausesomuch
of Commission modernisation is about moving to
more effect-based assessments. US lawyers have
also advocated closer parallels to US law. On the
other hand, the European Court has maintained its
case law on the concept of abuse, focusing on rules
operating inmarkets ‘‘weakenedbydominance’’, in
cases suchasMichelin. (TheCourthas also rejected
claims that US law would give different results as
not relevant.)
It appears as a result that more reflection is
required on how usefully to modernise the abuse
concept in the European context. In the meantime,
as noted above, the Commission appears to be
emphasising that Article 81(3) EC clearance can
be used by the dominant—in the IPGuidelines, the
draft Guidelines on Article 81(3) EC and cases like
Interbrew.
Areas of specific interest
Competition and gas supply
‘‘Acceleration Directive’’
In November 2002, the EU Member States reached
political agreement on the so-called ‘‘Acceleration
Directive’’ to increase liberalisation in the elec-
tricity and gas sectors.4 The main points are:
 Market opening for all non-domestic gas and
electricity customers from July 1, 2004, and
for all other customers, including private
households, from July 1, 2007;
 reinforced universal service obligations;
 legal and functional unbundling for trans-
mission system operators as of July 1, 2004
(phased to July 1, 2007 for distribution sys-
tem operators);
 regulated third-party access for trans-
mission, distribution and liquefied natural
gas facilities. For storage, EU Member States
canchoosebetweenregulatedandnegotiated
third-party access regimes;
 regulatory authorities to be established for
network access tariffs.
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Table 10: Competition and gas supply
— Danish gas supply—joint marketing ended and gas to
new customers
— FurtherMarathon settlements:
 improved access to pipeline capacity;
 entry and exit fees, not contractual paths;
— Gazprom:
 territorial restrictions removed and ‘‘Italian’’ gas to
third parties?
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Danish gas supply
In April 2003, the Commission announced that,
with the Danish Competition Authority, it had
settled an investigation into the joint marketing of
North Sea gas by the Danish Underground Consor-
tium (‘‘DUC’’) composed of A.P.Moeller and Chev-
ronTexaco.5 The investigation started in July 2001.
DUCargued that the arrangementswere covered by
the Specialisation Block Exemption. The Com-
mission disagreed. Without prejudice to their pos-
ition, the three DUC companies agreed to cease
their joint marketing and to market their gas indi-
vidually in future.
Moreover, they agreed to offer some 7 billion
cubicmetres of gas for sale to new customers over a
period of five years starting January 1, 2005, or
earlier if new gas volumes were available before
then. This would amount to some 1.4 billion cubic
metres per year, i.e. 17 per cent of the total pro-
duction of the DUC parties.
The investigation also concerned certain gas
supply agreements between the DUC and DONG,
the incumbent Danish gas supplier. It appears that
there were gas sales agreements between DONG
andeach of theDUCpartners. Through these agree-
ments, they satisfied Danish demand and supplied
additional volumes to Sweden and Germany.
Certain provisions have now been terminated:
 A provision obliging DONG to report to the
DUC the volumes sold to certain categories of
customers in order to obtain a discount or
special prices;
 anobligation imposedontheDUCpartners to
offer all their future gas finds first to DONG.
Here, DONG has committed not to buy the
volumes dedicated by the DUC partners to
new customers, and not to buy any newDUC
gas fromApril 2003 until three years after the
start of a newpipelinewhich is being built to
link the Danish gas fields with the existing
infrastructure to the European continent.
The pipeline is expected to be operational
by January 1, 2005 at the latest;
 a so-called ‘‘necessary adjustment mechan-
ism’’,underwhichDONGclaimedtheright to
reduce the amount of gas it would buy from
the DUC partners if they started to sell gas
onto the Danishmarket. DONG argued that it
needed this as protection for its ‘‘take or pay’’
obligations in the agreements. The compe-
tition authorities accepted this as long as
DONG had limited connection possibilities
to sell gas outsideDenmark.However,DONG
agreed to waive the provision six months
after the new pipeline starts.
DONG has also agreed to introduce an improved
access regime for its off-shore pipelines linking the
Danish gas fields to Denmark.
The competition authorities state that they ex-
pect this commitment to facilitate competition
in Denmark and also in countries such as the
Netherlands and Germany.
FurtherMarathon settlements
InApril and July2003, theCommissionannounced
that it had continued with theMarathon Case, and
had settled with Gasunie and BEB (having settled
the case with Thyssengas in November 2001).6
The case concerns the alleged joint refusal to
grant access to continental European gas pipelines
by a group of five European gas companies. The
Norwegian subsidiary of the US company Mara-
thoncomplained.Theredoesnot appear tobe a live
issue with Marathon after an out-of-court settle-
ment, but in practice the parties have amended the
underlying practices related to the dispute in order
to settle the Commission proceedings.
Stating that the Commissionhadworked closely
with the Dutch energy regulator, Dte, the Com-
mission indicated that it was closing the case
against Gasunie after several commitments. These
are that Gasunie will:
 Publish on its website the contracted trans-
port capacity at all entry and all major
exit points of its gas network, improving
transparency as to available transmission
capacity;
 introduce an online balancing system to
avoidhighprices for gas suppliedbyGasunie
because of an unexpected increase/or de-
crease by one of its customers; and
 improve handling of access requests through
online screen-based booking procedures
which are particularly relevant for short-
term trading.
Furthermore, Gasunie has undertaken to offer to
link other pipelines to its own system. It appears
that Gasunie has already improved its access
regime through various measures, including
short-term transport contracts for one day, and a
so-called ‘‘entry/exit system’’ to deal with ‘‘fic-
titious’’ transport of gas (which enters the system
but is not actually transported, other gas being
takenoffelsewheretosupply theorder inquestion).
Under the system, shippers only have to book
capacity at entry and exit but do not have to pay
forgas transportaccordingtoso-called ‘‘contractual
transport paths’’ which may not coincide with the
physical gas flows.
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The commitments will remain in place until
January 2007.
As regards BEB, the position is fairly similar.
BEB is owned by ExxonMobil and Shell. Marathon
sought access to its Northern German pipeline
network,whichwas refused. To settle the proceed-
ings, BEB has undertaken to:
 Publish on its website available transport
capacity at all entry and major exit points of
its transmission network, as well as avail-
ability of storage capacity;
 introduce an online balancing system and a
bulletin board for shippers to co-operate on
transport and storage. BEB will also allow
companies to use its storage facilities in de-
fined circumstances;
 offer online screen-based booking pro-
cedures;
 apply a ‘‘use it or lose it’’ principle for trans-
port capacity reservations of its own gas
trading branch (so that others can use it as
appropriate) and to allow customers to lease
or sub-lease capacity; and
 introduce an entry/exit regime similar to that
for Gasunie. Prices no longer relate to ‘‘con-
tractual paths’’. Apparently, BEB has also
agreed to consider extending the system
throughout Germany (presumably if other
adjacent pipeline operators agree).
The commitments will remain in place until
January 2007. Apparently, the Marathon case is
continuing for two more operators.
Territorial restrictions—Nigeria and Gazprom
In December 2002, the Commission closed its in-
vestigation into the European gas supply agree-
ments of the Nigerian gas company NLNG.7 The
Commission was concerned about territorial sales
restrictions and other barriers to onward intra-EU
sales. It is not clear from the Commission’s Press
Release what the Commission found, other than a
territorial sales restriction in one agreement. (It
appears that NLNG is the second largest supplier
of liquefied natural gas (‘‘LNG’’) to Europe, with
some 5 billion cubic metres of gas shipped every
year to customers in Italy, Spain, France and
Portugal.)
NLNG has agreed:
 To release the customer bound by the terri-
torial sales provision and not to introduce
suchprovisions in futuresupplyagreements;
 not to introduce use restrictions in future
supply agreements (preventing buyers from
using gas for purposes other than those
agreed); and
 that the agreements do not include profit-
splitting mechanisms, whereby if gas is sold
across borders or for uses other than those
agreed upon, then the supplier receives a
share of the profits (and not to introduce
such provisions in the future).
In October 2003, the Commission announced a
settlement in its long-standing case against the
territorial restrictions in the gas supply agreement
between theRussian gas supplier Gazpromand the
Italian gas supplier ENI.8
As regards the agreement concerned, the
companies agreed to delete the territorial sales
restrictions from their existing long-term gas
supply agreements and not to introduce such
clauses innewcontracts. They also agreed todelete
a provisionwhich obliges Gazprom to obtain ENI’s
consent when selling gas to other customers in
Italy.
In addition, ENI has agreed to offer significant
gas volumes to customers outside Italy over five
years. If ENI does not sell enough by a defineddate,
it is toorganiseanauction for certaingasvolumesat
Baumgarten on the Austrian–Slovakian border
where Russian gas is delivered to a number of
European customers. ENI also agreed to increase
capacity on the Trans-Austria Gazleitung (‘‘TAG’’)
transit pipeline and offer an improved third-party
access regime on the pipeline.
Telecoms—leased-lines sectoral enquiry
In December 2002, the Commission closed its sec-
toral enquiry into leased lines, on the basis that the
issues relating tohighprices andpossiblediscrimi-
nation were now being addressed.9 Notably, the
Commission found that leased-lineprices had con-
siderably decreased and that national regulatory
authorities were being more proactive. The Com-
mission closed its specific investigations in
Belgiumand Italy, buthaskept themopen (together
with pressure on the parties to reduce prices) in
Spain, while ‘‘closely monitoring’’ the situation in
Portugal and Greece.
Sport and media
For reasons of space, the author doesnotpropose to
go into the details of sport in the paper this year.
However, the author will just note the main events
for those following it:
 The Commission opened proceedings
against the joint selling of media rights con-
cerning the English Premier League in
December 2002.10
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 In May 2003, the Commission closed its
investigation into Audiovisual Sport after
Sogecable and Telefonica’s Via Digital
merged.11
 In the same month, the Commission indi-
cated that it had cleared ticketing arrange-
ments for the Olympic Games in Athens in
2004.12
 The Commission has adopted a decision
exempting the joint selling arrangements of
UEFA for the media rights to the Champions
League,13 and has published a Notice
proposing clearance of the joint selling of
themedia rights to the GermanBundesliga.14
 In October 2003, the Commission indicated
that it was ceasing monitoring of the FIA/
Formula One settlement.15
Finally, in the spring of 2003, the Commission
indicated that it was investigating whether
Hollywood film studios and European pay-TV
have been colluding to fix the prices and terms for
movie rights distributed in the European Union.16
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